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The Neion intelligent toilet, by Arcisan, was created by combining the aesthetics of a rimless toilet pan  
with the cleaning function of a bidet; bringing you the sleekest looking intelligent toilet on the market.  
Its success lies in the familiar look and feel of the pan, its compact size (no bulky electronic control units) 
and streamlined design. 
It may be compact in size but is not short on features! With a soft-close wrap seat, it also hosts a 2-user 
memory, so you can easily program your specific requirements. The Neion is fully customisable with: 

These functions are accessible through the easy to use remote control. There is also a quick access option  
for the basic functions, by simply using the control knob on the side of the seat. 
Your toilet has never been easier to clean. Boasting a rimless pan and a bowl that has been coated in a 
nano-glaze, called ‘CleanTect’, that gives the ceramic a smoother surface at a microscopic level; which helps 
alleviate areas for dirt and grim to build up. In addition, the nozzle is self-cleaning before and after every use 
plus the tank runs a self-cleaning mode if left in standby for an extended period of time. 
Ease of installation has also been considered with the Neion, as it has an in-built back-flow prevention device. 
This means the Neion does not have the substantial expense of installing and maintaining an RPZ valve.
Neion intelligent toilets are available in two different styles; a round and square design and are available as  
a wall-faced pan and wall-hung pan so there is an option to suit any style of home.

Neion

• gender specific functions
• massage function
• drying functions

• pressure increase / decrease
• air temperature controls
• water temperature controls

• LED night light
•  deodoriser (using a 

diatomaceous mud filter)

Neion wall faced intelligent 
toilet with remote and 
Arcisan concealed cistern
NE041005
S-trap 90mm 
P-trap 180mm

Neion SQ wall faced 
intelligent toilet with remote 
and Arcisan concealed 
cistern
NE041015
S-trap 90mm 
P-trap 180mm

Neion wall hung intelligent 
toilet with remote and 
Arcisan concealed cistern 
with frame
NE041305
P-trap 220mm

Neion SQ wall hung 
intelligent toilet with remote 
and Arcisan concealed 
cistern with frame
NE041315
P-trap 220mm


